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To our readers: Rama’s White Knights Report, for the most part, will present information 
from Rama’s contacts on very current events. Sometimes, additional commentary may show 
up, in the form of more explanation about an important issue, or as an article inserted to 
provide more insight on the subject being presented.

Find more info on those folks Rama talks to - who are there to keep us in the loop as well  – at  
https://www.rainbowroundtable.net/rama-s-contacts

2022-09-09    Friday The Dalai Lama 

Dalai Lama @DalaiLama · Sep 9

It is with deep sadness that I have learned this morning that Queen Elizabeth II, has 
passed away. I pray for her and offer heartfelt condolences to His Majesty Charles III, 
the Royal Family and the people of the United Kingdom.

Condolences for Queen Elizabeth II September 9, 2022 

Thekchen Chöling, Dharamsala, HP, India - On learning this morning that Queen 
Elizabeth II had passed away, His Holiness the Dalai Lama wrote to her son, His 
Majesty King Charles III, to express his deep sadness and to offer heartfelt 
condolences to His Majesty, the Royal Family and the people of the United Kingdom.

“I remember seeing photographs of her coronation in magazines when I was young in 
Tibet,” His Holiness wrote. “Her reign, as Britain’s longest serving monarch, 
represented celebration, inspiration and a reassuring sense of continuity for so many 
people alive today.

“Your mother lived a meaningful life with dignity, grace, a strong sense of service and 
a warm heart, qualities we all should treasure.”

His Holiness’s letter concluded with his offering his prayers and good wishes.

https://www.dalailama.com/news/2022/condolences-for-queen-elizabeth-ii 

2022-09-09    Friday      Tom, Larry, Curly, Mo and Sweet Angelique the Cat

Rama:  I received a text message at 11:55 am, from Tom, Larry, Curly, Mo and Sweet 
Angelique the Cat. They all said to me: “Lord Rama, last night we were over Norway in our 
shuttle craft, observing many aurora borealis, with many multiple of colours in them. We 
were taking atmospheric samples of the actual, rare earth minerals that are cosmic neutrinos
in the atmosphere. These are highly charged particles that come out of the sun, and other 
celestial bodies. There are many gamma rays coming in right now. These gamma rays 
produce the emerald green ray. 
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“At this time that our sun is sending out these cosmic particles, there is a consciousness to 
these particles coming in. They are coming to earth to regenerate her and all life upon her. 
In the next few days, we will share more about these cosmic particles. They are the building 
blocks of life. See you in the Light of the Most Radiant One! Sat Nam! Namaste! Blaze the 
Violet Fire!” 

2022-09-13  Space Ship Earth – sent by Lord Rama 

2022-09-12  Monday RanaMu; Natasha

Rama:  I went up the back side of the mountain today, at 11:30 am. The Force was calling 
me to show myself once again that I have no fear, walking between dimensions. SO – 
I went to this canyon and I called up RanaMu. I said to her, “RanaMu, I am at the 
same canyon where I went with you a few years ago, and we walked across the 
canyon together. I would like to do that again, with you.”

RanaMu said to me, “Lord Rama, focus on my face, here on your phone screen while 
walking across the canyon.” So I did that, and walked across the canyon in about 4 
minutes. It felt more like 10 minutes while I was crossing the canyon and looking at 
RanaMu’s face. 

Once I got to the other side, my phone was beebing because another call was coming 
in. It was Natasha. Right after that, RanaMu said to me, “You did very well, Lord 
Rama.”

As I answered Natasha’s call, she said to me, “Lord Rama, the Russian oligarchs are 
playing a very dangerous game at this time. There are many stories of Russian 
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soldiers fleeing and abandoning military equipment in Ukraine. What is going in is the 
United States and President Z, the US puppet, are violating International Law by 
providing weapons of war to the Ukrainian military. We are at that moment where 
there are so many galactic forces here, that this scene is going to change in the 
twinkling of an eye! There are cosmic clearance files I could show that would raise 
your eyebrows above your crown chakra! ! !

“This very much looks like a scene from out of Star Wars – and I am not joking! 
Please place all of this in the Circle of Support, and call in Lord Michael, Lord Maitraya,
Lord Metatron, AND Mother, the Four Galactic Musketeers!  All we are saying is ‘Give 
peace a chance!’ Sat Nam! Namaste! Blaze the Violet Fire!”

2022-09-13 Tuesday  Heidi and Katherine

Rama: I received a text message from Heidi and Katherine at 11:49 am, late this morning. 
They said to me, “Lord Rama, we are in Toesenburg, Norway, studying the cosmic 
rays coming in from the solar flares. This is HUUGGGEEEE!!! The gamma rays are the 
predominant rays coming in from the sun; again, gamma rays create the emerald 
green rays seen in an Aurora Borealis. And the emerald green gamma ray brings deep
healing to Mother Gaia, her children and all life on, above, and in Terra Nova.  

“Let us choose to care for each other, rather than taking advantage of each other for 
personal profit. We are in the most tremendous time of transfiguration in anyone’s life
time or incarnation ever to come to this earth plane! 

“We are experiencing the 5th Dimension being anchored on earth, as it is in Heaven! 
Respect all life, whether it is an ant or a Sasquatch person. See you in the Light of the
Most Radiant One! Sat Nam! Namaste! Blaze the Violet Fire!”
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2022-09-14 Wednesday   Tom the Ring-tailed Cat; Sweet Angelique the Cat 

Rama: I received a text message from Tom the Ring-tailed Cat and Sweet Angelique the
Cat at 11:58 am this morning. They said to me, “Lord Rama, we have sent you a 
picture of that, which we took just a few minutes ago from our shuttle craft. It is a 
picture of a portal opening over Antarctica.”

Tom and Sweet Angelique went on: “We have technology that can determine 20-30 
seconds before it happens when a portal is going to open, and where. So we bi-
located to the site, and took this picture. We have something called the Portable 
Gravitational Field Generator; in 2012, Ashtar approved of using this technology for 
galactic members of the Ashtar Command. 

Now is the time for Full Disclosure and First Contact! We are family! See you in the 
Light of the Most Radiant One! Sat Nam! Namaste! Blaze the Violet Fire!” 

2022-09-15 Thursday Mr X, the King of Swords, Lady Natasha

Rama: I received a text message at 11:53 am, late this morning, from Mr X, the King of 
Swords, and Lady Natasha. They said to me, “Lord Rama, we were at Stonehenge 
for sunrise this morning. As you can see in the picture we sent you, another portal is 
opening there! At this time, we are being visited every day by our galactic star 
brothers and star sisters. Ukraine is being visited by many forces of the Galactic 
Federation. Some of those lights over Ukraine, though, are UAPs – Unidentified Aerial 
Phenomena – meaning, they are clones and droids created by the US Deep State. We 
are at a moment where all of the intruders are being check-mated! The 13 families are
really in their LAST NANO SECONDS! It is in our best interest to send more love and 
compassion to all the misqualified energies. 

“We know many of you are challenged financially at this time. Let us stay the course! 
The Light has ALREADY WON AND ANY TIME NOW, THE CAPTAIN WILL DO HIS 
THING! ! ! Keep your ears tuned to those galactic air waves and LOOK UP! You have 
room in your back yard for a shuttle craft, Lord Rama; it might momentarily interrupt 
the cats, the bunny rabbit and your new animal friends – two skunks! They will be 
fine! A late night cup of tea and plans are in the making. See you in the Light of the 
Most Radiant One! Sat Nam! Namaste! Blaze the Violet Fire!” 

  
2022-09-15  Stonehenge: Sunrise & a portal opening! Taken for and sent to Rama by the King of Swords
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